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Abstract 
Researching and developing new software tools that greatly help to attract students to the learning 
process is always a challenge. The development of immersive learning and assessment tools in 
computer science education by using different assessment methods and proving that these tools can 
be extended further with new functionalities while the system is active also poses difficulties. 
Currently, we have implemented a software system for a double-blind peer review process in 
programming courses. Each student is assigned to assess one or more of their peers’ projects – a 
project in paper format and/or a project for blind review. The software is well accepted, but extensibility 
is difficult to achieve. As a step further in the development of the system we propose a methodology 
and tools for enhancing and evaluating the existing peer review software system. In this paper we 
define a software architecture for the software validation of the existing software. Next, we describe 
the software design, development and use. Finally, the results of using this software are discussed. 
One of the main goals of the presented software is to prove that the new features and changes are 
backward-compatible with the existing historical data. By designing and developing such tools we 
accelerate the development lifecycle and improve the quality and security of the educational software. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Researching and developing new software tools that greatly help to attract students to the learning 
process is always a challenge. The development of immersive learning and assessment tools in 
computer science education by using different assessment methods and proving that these tools can 
be extended further with new functionalities while the system is active also poses difficulties.  

We live in times where the software technologies and solutions are being developed in a breakneck 
speed manner – literally, new and improved versions of different software languages, libraries and 
concurrent solutions are released every day. Software developers are forced to comply with time and 
intensity, in the process of their application development, but this is а circumstance, leading to more 
potential software defects. If a certain defect reaches the client’s application environment, it can make 
a bad impact, both on the current usage of the software and the overall impression and company 
image. All of these cost money, clients and an extra time for fixing and integrating the needed 
changes. 

With the fact of constantly increasing of the defects, reaching the clients, the developers invest 
additional time in testing and system optimization, as part of their software development lifecycle 
(SDLC). Proved and logical is the fact that the early finding of a software defect, saves a lot of money 
and time, as well as improves the company or organization image and reputation. And according to [1] 
“finding  and  fixing  a  software  problem (defect) after  delivery  is  often  100  times  more expensive 
than finding and fixing it during the requirements and design phase”. 

Researching and developing new software tools that greatly help to attract students to the learning 
process is always a challenge. The development of immersive learning and assessment tools in 
computer science education by using different assessment methods and proving that these tools can 
be extended further with new functionalities while the system is in active use also poses difficulties. 
Development of software tools for nontraditional methods of assessment and its models is not that 
new as stated in [2], [3], [4].  

We can "use social peer review (SPR), which enables them (users) to directly publish their work within 
a web-based social network, where, instead of the traditional pre-publication peer review, it can be 
evaluated and critiqued by the entire academic community" [5] proofs that process of developing and 
using non-traditional methods of assessment is developing further. 
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Currently, we have implemented a software system for a double-blind peer review process in 
programming courses. Each student is assigned to assess one or more of their peers’ projects – a 
project in paper format and/or a project for blind review. The software is well accepted, but extensibility 
is difficult to achieve. As a step further in the development of the system we propose a methodology 
and tools for enhancing and evaluating the existing peer review software system. In this paper we 
define a software architecture for the software validation of the existing software. Next, we describe 
the software design, development and use. Finally, the results of using this software are discussed. 
One of the main goals of the presented software is to prove that the new features and changes are 
backward-compatible with the existing historical data. By designing and developing such tools we 
accelerate the development lifecycle and improve the quality and security of the educational software. 

Paper is structured as follows – in the first (current) section "Introduction”, we state the problem of 
development and testing of non-traditional assessment and evaluation tools. In second section 
"Methodology of research” we define prerequisite for testing software framework, define conceptual 
modules decomposition and present multi-tenant nature of the target system under test. In Third 
section – "Automation Testing Framework" different approaches for test framework are combined and 
software framework architecture is built for evaluation of peer review system. In fourth section 
"Software solution for test automation" – is proposed decomposition of different modules of automation 
testing framework. In the fifth section "Experimental usage of automation testing framework" is 
demonstrated real use and reports, generated by testing framework. Further there are discussed 
results from the system usage. In final section there are conclusions and future work is pointed out. 

2 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
The testing is now core activity of the development lifecycle, but depending on the application type it 
can be also time-consuming. Even a relatively small amount of manually executed testing scenarios, 
can first of all be very prolonged and extended, and second of all can lead to mistakes, due to the 
human factor. Here is why the implementation of an automated tests is really valuable – they can be 
executed easily and regularly, on even every small code-change, for every new software version. 
Thus we can easily check whether the code-change has introduced a regression defect or not. 
Absolutely beneficial for the people, responsible for the software testing, is the establishment of a 
software framework, where new test-cases and scenarios can be added easily and effortless or the 
business area could be changed. With the framework, we can also easily configure the input test data, 
the number of cases to execute, the software version and the execution report. 

2.1 Prerequisite for testing software framework  
Design and development of the system – purpose of the current paper – should give teachers and 
researchers the opportunity to make various testing scenarios over their application. Thus, after a 
certain code-change, the developer can see whether the change has broken an existing functionality 
or whether a performance degradation has been introduced. This can be done in a fast and automated 
way. There is also a clear indication and evaluation of the software product’s quality, productiveness 
and efficiency. 

The application under test (AUT), which will be used for validation of our automation framework, is the 
Web application (Dynamic web site) for uploading and double-blind peer review of research papers 
written by the students from Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics in Sofia University. System is 
used in the mandatory discipline “Web technologies” for the bachelor programmes Computer science 
(4th year, winter semester) and Software engineering (3th year, summer semester). Although the 
framework will be implemented based on this application, it can be easily integrated on any other web 
application. 

2.2 Conceptual separation of concerns in target system 
The application under test, as described in previous section is separated in functionality, grouped in 
three core groups (see fig. 1). 
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Figure 1.  Conceptual separation (by using common utility modules) of review (business) modules and 

common (general) modules. 

On the left side of the figure there are common modules, also called Common/General modules (CG). 
These modules are common for any web-based system. These modules has no dependencies on 
business modules (on the right side on the figure). In the middle we have Common Utility Modules 
(CU) – which has general functionality, but are also used for basic business functionalities – like ability 
to upload file, zip files handling and uncompressing, etc. And the third module Review/Business 
Modules (RB) – there are fundamental functionality of the system – peer review module. 

2.3 Multi-tenant system and data 
Tested system is designed as multi-tenant system, although not used as such. The term "software 
multitenancy" refers to a software architecture where a single instance of software runs on a server 
and serves requests by multiple tenants. Systems designed in such manner are often called shared 
(in contrast to dedicated or isolated). A tenant is a group of users who share a common access with 
specific privileges to the software instance. With a multitenant architecture, a software application is 
designed to provide every tenant a dedicated share of the instance - including its data, configuration, 
user management, tenant individual functionality and non-functional properties. Multitenancy contrasts 
with multi-instance architectures, where separate software instances operate on behalf of different 
tenants [6]. 

In our system we define tenant-data, and tenant test data. Tenant test data in our case are 
designed/generated from the data by the tenant instance software. 

By other definition we have that "multi-tenancy is an architecture in which a single instance of a 
software application serves multiple customers. Each customer is called a tenant. Tenants may be 
given the ability to customize some parts of the application, such as color of the user interface (UI) or 
business rules, but they cannot customize the application's code" [7]. The core concept here we 
defined the terms for multi-tenant test data.  

Def 1: We use following definition for multi-tenant data as data to person or group of persons and/or 
group of groups with persons, which are processed and operated in model or sub-model of consistent 
data. 

Def 2: We define multi-tenant test data – as such data which can (eventually or partially) work with 
multi-tenant data and multi-tenant software. Multi-tenant test data should be consistent on both 
software API and user multi-tenant data. Multi-tenant data can be used in order to test the multi-tenant 
software. 

Def 3: We define multi-tenant test data definitions – data which can define and (eventually) work 
with multi-tenant test data. 

In next section we continue with design and development of process for testing different modules of 
the AUT. 

3 AUTOMATION TESTING FRAMEWORK  

3.1 General definition 
The main goal of the paper is implementation of the software framework itself, which will handle the 
development of the automated test-cases. Some of the most popular and used technologies in the 
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testing domain will be included into the framework, like Selenium, C# and Visual Studio. It contains a 
layers, in which the components of the test scenarios will be written – functional steps, calls, input 
data, etc. Thus the implementation of a new scenario can happen easily and painlessly. After that, the 
test-cases are executed and as a result, reports are generated, showing the pass rate after the 
execution. 

The advantage of the system is the automated testing for a wide range of scenarios against the 
existing AUT - web-application for double-blind review. In this way, the functionality of the application 
can be changed quickly and more securely, because the tests will give us the quality results and the 
defects in the new version. They can be executed arbitrarily on every stage of the development 
process, as well as on the final stage, when the new version is ready. With the reports, we can also 
check the execution time for a certain action, thus we can make additional optimizations of the 
productivity and the reliability of the product. 

The other main advantage is hidden in the framework itself, giving the opportunity for a quick 
development of a new scenarios. During the implementation of new functionalities or during elicitation 
of new scenarios, which were not being automated so far, they can easily be integrated in the existing 
testing structure and to be part of the execution. 

We are going to look through the structure of the framework architecture and different technologies, 
which are being used. 

One of the things that are crucial for the development of the automated tests is a separated 
framework, apart from the test-scripts. The idea here is that we don’t write a tests-cases which are 
directly accessing our web-application. Many software solutions for automated tests, unfortunately did 
exactly this – the problem is when something in the application is being changed, then we need to 
modify all of the scripts, which is enormous maintenance work to be done and altering every single 
case to handle the code-change. Here is the biggest advantage of the framework, which is placed 
between the application and our test-scripts. Every time when the test tries to execute an action, it will 
call a method from the framework, which will know what action needs to be performed against tested 
web-application. Thus, changing the functionality of the application will provoke a break in the 
framework. By modifying the related method in the software framework, we will fix all of the failed test-
cases, performing only one code-change. This approach is a core one, when developing a stable, 
useful and beneficial solution for automated tests. 

3.2 Core principles and system architecture 
On the fig. 2 is presented the general layered architecture, which is used during the development of 
the solution. 

 
Figure 2.  General architecture. 

As can be seen here we have separation between the different layers – tests, framework and 
application. Here we’ve included the Selenium layer as well, which is also used in the project. Our 
tests are using the framework, which is using Selenium [8], which is the only thing that performs 
actions to the browser (the web application), which sends requests and process responses to the 
AUT. Important here is that tests are not directly connected with Selenium and the browser. 
Everything that the tests knows about is coming from the functionality, implemented within proposed 
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software testing framework – this makes our tests strong and resistant to changes. When there are 
changes in the web-application, first of all Selenium will work in the same way, as it manipulates the 
browser and second of all we’ll fix the framework easily in only one place, in order to change the 
implementation of the related functionality. Thus, the test-cases will remain unmodified. The division of 
separated layers, ensures the communication of a certain layer only with the one below – this isolates 
us from changes, happening in the stack. The biggest problem in the automated solutions is the 
modification of the web-application, which at the end breaks a lot of test-cases. With this type of 
architecture we’re ensuring the stability of that part. 

Page-model: in the system architecture we’re using the Page model, which is widely used in many 
automation solutions, because of its efficiency during the creation of an abstraction layers between the 
web-page that is tested and the test-cases that we’re writing. It’s also a natural way of using an object-
oriented principles in the development of the framework.  

 
Figure 3.  Page model of LoginPage. 

Here is presented the action scheme of the model. The main idea is to have a separate class for every 
page within the web-application, which includes methods representing the whole available page 
functionality. The tests are using the page class methods, which know how exactly to perform the 
needed functionality, using Selenium, instead of working directly with the HTML and the DOM 
elements. On fig.3 is shown page model of login page from our application. It is represented in the 
system as a class LoginPage, which has methods corresponding to the user functionality – login into 
the system, password reset functionality and clicking the toggle remember me checkbox. It seems 
quite easy to create those methods, but the difficulty here is to create the methods in the right level of 
abstraction.  

The page classes not always represent the whole page – they can represent a separate section from 
the UI of the application. For example, we have header and footer in the application under test – we 
can combine those actions in a common class. 

Layers - are one of the most important things in the framework. We’ve already mentioned the main 
layers, but let’s take a close look at the sub ones.   

The variety of layers depends on the application under test (AUT), but most of them are typical for 
many of the applications. Within the Framework layer we have a several sub-layers. On the top there 
are the Workflows, which are bigger than the pages - fig. 4 (a). They are commonly seen 
functionalities from the web-site containing more than one page – such example is registration of the 
user. Under the workflows, there are the Pages, implementing the functionalities. Then we have an 
Navigation and UI Utilities layers and at the bottom we have the Selenium tool layer. We can also 
have an abstraction layer between the framework and Selenium. This is helpful when we want to 
change the automation tool or use a combination between couple ones.  
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Figure 4. (a) Layered architecture, used in the framework; (b) tests execution blocks. 

The test are really easy to execute – this is related to the architecture, as well. Most of the tests are 
executed as part of the build process or locally by the software developer or researcher. It is crucial 
that we have an easy way to execute the different scenarios fig. 4 (b). By alowing the developers to 
execute the tests locally, we’re preventing defects to leak in the build server environment and also 
helps to build confidence in the automation framework and tools within the developers.  

The main result from the test-execution is the unit testing framework. As we’re using C# as a 
programing language, we use the NUnit tool for the execution [9]. Another important thing is that the 
collecting data and creation of the report as result from the test-case execution. If there is no easy-to-
read and integrated reporting, the automation will be quite useless. That’s why we have fancy reports 
after the test-execution has finished.  

4 SOFTWARE SOLUTION FOR TESTS AUTOMATION 
In previous section we discussed the architecture. In current part we will go through designed and 
developed solution, according elicited requirements, targeting the application under test. Developed 
solution is called TestAutomationFramework and contains two sub-projects: AutomationFramework 
and AutomationTests projects. In next two sub-section we discuss both separately. 

4.1 AutomationFramework module 
AutomationFramework project is divided in four packages as follows Pages, Navigation, Workflows, 
and Selenium. 

• First package named "Pages" is divided on few parts: {Dashboard, Login, PickThemes, 
Register, Review, UploadDocs}Page and ShellExecutor utility, depicted on fig. 5. We have two 
types of functionalities: 
o From one hand - specific page modules, represented by  {Dashboard, PickThemes, Review, 

UploadDocs}  and from other 
o General-purpose modules {Login, Register, ShellExecute}.  

• Second package named "Navigation", consists of cross navigation modules: 
o Navigation module (through specific page links) 
o MenuSelection module (through general menu) 

• Workflows and selenium packages are dedicated to testing framework and tools. 
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Project 2: AutomationTests  

Part 2.1. UI Tests 

{UI}Tests={Register, 
Login, Compare UI 
results} 

Part 2.2. Utility Tests 

2.2.1. Process tests* 

2.2.2. General utility 
tests** 

2.2.3. General utilities with 
business use*** 

 

Figure 5. Logically tests for our target system is divided on three parts – process management, general 
modules and business modules. 

4.2 AutomationTests module 
Second project AutomationTest is divided on five packages – "Create new version", "Smoke tests", 
"Tests", "Utilities" and "Main" (or default) package.  

"Smoke tests" contains of the three tests {Login, Register, UI}Test components, responsible for the 
general functionalities like {Login, Register} from Pages module, and {GeneralNavigation} from 
Navigation module. Login and Register are more or less represent well-known functionalities – these 
are trying if such functionalities are presented and works as expected. Next we have UI tests tries to 
locate User Interface elements on their expected position. Last, but not least there is possibility to 
allow visual user interface comparison (see fig. 6). On the fig.6 (a) - there are expected results from 
user interface (UI) view. After test execution we can see on fig.6 (b) – result user interface. On the 
fig.6 (c) the only difference is in the user interface. Expected buttons "Comments" (in green) and 
"Back" in red of fig. 6 (a) are missing on fig.6 (b), and the difference is pointed on the third page - both 
in different shades of red, as can be seen on fig. 6 (c). 

 
Fig. 6. Visual interface comparison of User Interface Elements: (a) expected user interface by design;  

(b) result user interface after tests; (c) Difference between expected and actual UI. 

AutomationTests second module is "Tests", which contains corresponding proxy classes – proxy 
between test data and real test scenarios.  

•Bootstrap	process*:	prepare	
configurations,	deploy,	test,	release
•Closing	process:	retrospectives,	
support,	lessons	learned	(LL)

I.	Mgmt*	
process

• Login,	Register
•Navigation,	MenuSelector
•ShellExecuter**

II.	General	
modules	

•Dashboard***
•PickThemes
•Review
•UploadDocs***

III.	Business	
modules
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Next module - Tests module, and corresponding multi-tenant test data (represented as structured file 
formats – such as xml in our case. Next module is utilities module – for shell execution utilities. Final 
module is Main module – where test data are stored for main testing workflows. 

In next section we will present result screens from working with designed and developed framework. 

5 EXPERIMENTAL USAGE OF AUTOMATION TESTING FRAMEWORK  
We have developed multi-tenant test data as xml and other structured formats – like csv/excel. Each 
of the workflow test includes one test file per tenant. Name of multi-tenant test files are in snake-case 
code convention in order to be easily distinguished from the source-code artefacts that compiles. 

Sample execution of tests can be seen on fig. 7, such as Tests/LoginTests/Admin_User_Can_Login, 
Tests/LoginTests/Admin_User_Can_Logout. 

 
Figure 7. Results from test execution of framework. 

Execution through IDE of Visual Studio Environment is convenient, as we can rewrite tests quickly 
when needed. System also allows shell execution of tests, which from other hand allows integration 
with continuous integration (CI) system. 

We produce user-friendly reports, using free external library after the test-execution of all of the tests 
has finished – fig. 8. 

 
Figure 8. Results from test execution of framework. 

We can collect different data from different locations and from different phases of execution and 
combine data files collected during test and produce one compact report. Beside that report there also 
detailed report view, depicted on fig. 9. Here we can see each of the tests, after execution and its 
basic characteristics like – if test passed (color is in green), if test failed (color is red). Also what is the 
name of the machine from execution, what time was executed, what time the test has finished, what is 
the duration of execution. There is also pie chart view. Also number of executed, passed, failed, 
inconclusive, error, warning and timeout tests. 
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Figure 9. Results from test execution of framework with detailed results per test basis. 

Detailed view is available on request and shows results per each of the executed tests. 

After testing and using framework is demonstrated we will go through conclusions from exploatation of 
the framework in the next section and will point out future work directions. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
In the process of developing and using proposed framework, we recommend usage of several well-
known principles, which we were incorporated: never, always and better-to criteria. 

Never criteria are defined with following rules: Never declare variables within the tests; Never use the 
keyword “new” nor create new objects within the tests; Never mange the system state within the tests; 
Never declare the browser nor DOM within the tests, neither to manipulate them inside the tests. 

Always criteria are defined as: Always try to minimize the number of parameters for API calls; instead 
creating common structures; Always try to use default values and constants, instead of primitive types 
within the tests. 

Better-to criteria can be defined as: Better to make the API easy to work with, instead of creating the 
structure easily; Better to use enumerations and constant, instead of primitive types. 

For a test-case we said that it is failing when: the testing conditions haven’t been met; the statement 
hasn’t been accomplished. 

For a test-case we said that it has fault when: Something else, different from the conditions, is broken; 
the software framework throws an error. 

Developed testing framework can be used not only with the proposed AUT system, but also with 
different application of converting database data(DB) to big data(BD), and collect and enforce integrity 
of such systems as part of DB2BD project and integrate it with different editors and data collectors. 

For future work – in general is planned to produce much more tests and evaluate results of the tests. 
Integrate in cloud environment with security settings for collecting and handling big data. Also try to 
apply the framework in several systems, which share the common concepts with tested system. 
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